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Master plan

Creating a continuous and flat surface
A transversal section of the square illustrating the “Before“ and the “After“ of the design principle of “radical flatness“.

The guiding principle of the design, “radical flatness”, is to put the square back again on the same level as its surroundings. This new continuous surface together 
with a meticulous work on the edges of the square open and connect the square to its surroundings.
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A sustainable water cycle

Different forms of nature on the square

A sustainable energy cycle

A public space welcoming slow transport

PERSHING SQUARE_Los Angeles_2016/2020_AGENCE TER TEAM
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The Dry gardenThe Moonlight garden

A tree canopy covering diverse native gardens and offering a shaded and natural space for activities. 

The Edible garden

location: Los Angeles, USA 
leading author(s): Agence Ter Landscape Urbanists (lead consultants)

year of design proposal: 2016 (competition- winning entry)
contracting authority: Pershing Square Renew

year of implementation: 2018-2020 (studies in progress)
investment costs: 50M US dollars (taxes excluded)/ 1000M CZK
type of the project: Revitalisation of a public square in the historic heart of Los Angeles 

Henri Bava, author and project manager in all stages of design

PERSHING SQUARE, LOS ANGELES

 The intensity of the city- Pershing Square at night, the Smart Canopy lit up with artist Leo Villareal‘s artwork -  Liquid Sky.
The timeless design, elegant in its simplicity, installs a vibrant, open and dynamic heart in the center of the city.

Pershing Square will be full of shade again; through a tree canopy covering diverse native gardens and a vine-covered canopy covering kiosks for diverse uses including 
the Metro and the underground parkings access. At the centre a great lawn welcomes activities of all scales, from a picnic to a concert to a movie.

The Fragrance Garden

Pershing Square is one of the historic public spaces of Los Angeles. Transformed many times over last century, 
the park has lost its initial function as a green lung and meeting place for the inhabitants. The underground 
parking space has taken over the square, leaving a concrete and inaccessible space.
Agence Ter has developed a vision for Pershing Square Renew: a new paradigm of public space, integrating so-
cial and cultural life, nature and the urban fabric. The design principle is based on its initial historic flatness and 
proposes to put the square back again on the same level as its surroundings. A redesigned roof of the existing 
parking allows to create this continuous surface: inclusive, democratic, returned to its historic flatness and ac-
cessible from every direction and for everyone. 
Sustainability is inherent to the proposal: water is managed and collected, plant species are drought tolerant, 
the smart canopy generates power for the park. 
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North-South Section
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The Avenue of The Oaks

Master planTwo main axes of the composition are centred on the historical building of the Castle offering a strong visual connection to the new eco-quarter.

The entrance

The entrance
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Transversal section through the Castle terrace
A contextual spatial definition of the terrace edges offers multiple views and spatial relations between the terrace, the street and the lower level of the park. 

The park The Castle terrace The street

A “Ha Ha” controls access without 
blocking views

A wall and stepsA slope with a dense 
vegetal cover

PARC OF THE DOCKS_Saint Ouen_2010/2015_AGENCE TER TEAM
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A 100 ha area on the banks of the Seine, on the edge of Saint-Ouen’s historical centre near Paris, the Docks were 
a monofunctional, industrial territory transformed into a mixed development eco-quarter, with the 12 ha.  Park 
of the Docks providing an extensive open space on the banks of the Seine.
Imagined with an alternance of hollows and solids, with spaces for nature and gardens for the public, the park 
offers different kinds of conviviality and experiences due to the generosity of its spaces and its multiple at-
mospheres: light/shade, quiet intimate spaces/busy active places, and wide open views/framed vistas on the 
distant landscape, on the city or on the park itself.
Valleys, ponds and large sunken surfaces gather rain water, highway run off and floodwater from the Seine; the 
park is a hydraulic system, filtering and purifying water. The ponds and filtering gardens welcome a wide range 
of fauna.                   
Winning project in the 2017 Landezine International Landscape Awards.

The park offers a diversity of spaces (allotment gardens, intimate spaces, leisure areas and playgrounds) for all. The great lawn offers an inclusive leisure area with a 
direct connection to the lake and the Seine river bank.

The wildflower meadows with the Castle terrace in the background  The Castle terrace - a shaded walking and resting area 

year of design proposal: 2010
contracting authority:  Sequano Aménagement

year of implementation: park 2012-2015, equipments 2012-2014
investment costs:  29,7 M€ (tax excluded)  - 768M CZK
type of the project:  A public park in a new housing development

Henri Bava, co-author and leading project manager in all stages of design

location:   Saint Ouen, Paris area, France
leading author(s):  Agence Ter Landscape Urbanists (lead consultants) with Phytorestore

PARK OF THE DOCKS, SAINT OUEN 

The wildflower meadows accompany the inaccessible natural „edge“ of the park, 
offering a dense and spectacular cover at all seasons.

The outside terraces offer a great number of vistas throughout the park. 

The main axes of the composition open vast views to the landmarks of Greater Paris: the Montmartre hill, La Défence business quarter...
Bird‘s eye  view
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View 1: the lawns between water rills leading to the  re-sited statues

Situation axonometry
A Ante-chambre     B Equestrian stairs     C Via Triumphalis    D Accessible lawns    E Sculptural gallery    F Lateral axis    G Water rills   H Pedestrian parking access 
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The floral parterres are composed of rustic, drought and frost tolerant perennial plants with an all year presence and simple maintenance.  

Sections through the central area
An underground car park  is situated under the central square area, directly connected with the town centre. The pedestrian exits are situated in the lateral tree lanes.      
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SCHLOSSPLATZ_Karlsruhe_2009/2011_AGENCE TER TEAM
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SCHLOSSPLATZ, KARLSRUHE
location: Town of Karlsruhe, Germany
leading author(s): Agence Ter Landscape Urbanists (lead consultants)

year of design proposal: 2009-2010
contracting authority: Vermögen und Bau Baden-Württemberg (Town of Karlsruhe)

year of implementation: 2010-2011 
investment costs: 2 M€ (tax excluded)  -  52M CZK
type of the project: Renovation and reinterpretation of the square in front of Karlsruhe’s historical castle

Henri Bava, author and leading project manager in all stages of design

Between the town and its historical castle, Schlossplatz has been constantly remodelled during the last centu-
ries, making a purely historical approach to its restoration impossible. Instead of choosing one of the past 
layouts of this place, the landscape treatment proposed by Agence Ter offers one contemporary interpretation 
based upon the most striking historical aspects which still seem justified and appropriate today.
A “Ante-chambre“ is created as a meeting place between the city and the square,  a vast opening onto a parterre 
of raised grass beds, the whole slightly sunken between a system of low walls running alongside each of two 
groves of trees. 
The sculptures, previously inside the groves and hardly noticeable, are repositioned to highlight the central par-
terre. The transposition of a classic figure in a contemporary vocabulary is expressed through raised grass beds 
with metal edges, striped with rills of water indicating and reflecting the sculptures.

18th century: Karlsruhe castle is the centre point of a vast iconic layout of 32 avenues radiating outwards. The baroque garden is organised around the central axis.      

19th century: The baroque urban layout densifys. The central axe becomes the “Via Triumphalis“ of the castle‘s noble courtyard. 

View 3
2017: The castle houses the Baden State Museum. The courtyard becomes a lively green public square at the centre of Karlsruhe’s historical composition.

View 2 accross the restored Schlossplatz. The genereus spatial composition based on the central and the lateral axis, is conserved. The first plan shows the restored 
Karl-Friedrich-Denkmal monument. A accessible water mirror reflects the statue, the border can be used as a comfortable seating.  
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The sobriety of both mineral and natural components of the square allows the integration and connection of the multiples volumes of the surrounding historic and contempo-
rary buildings, the colour and the simplicity of the granite paving enhancing their façades. The natural lawn, the shrub parterre and the trees bring colour and softness.   

Master plan
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KOENIG HEINRICH AVERDUNK PLATZ_Duisburg_2006/2008_AGENCE TER TEAM
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KOENIG HEINRICH AVERDUNK PLATZ, DUISBURG
location: Town of Duisburg, Germany
leading author(s): Agence Ter Landscape Urbanists (lead consultants)

year of design proposal: 2006
contracting authority: Town of Duisburg

year of implementation: 2006-2008 
investment costs: 3,5 M€ (tax excluded)  -  87,5M CZK
type of the project: Renovation of a square in the historic center of a post-industrial town    

Henri Bava, author and leading project manager in all stages of design

In the heart of a post-industrial town of Duisburg, König-Heinrich Square offered an ambivalent space, half main 
square, half quiet little park. It had broad, much-frequented lawn spaces and it adjoined a lively pedestrian 
zone. With a series of new amenities (a convention center, a casino and a shopping center), the city envisioned 
re-arranging the square to make it more urban and representative.
Agence Ter won and realised the subsequent competition with a project inspired by the luxuriant green of the 
existing square, considering an ample expanse of lawn in no way conflicting with the location at the center of 
town and even a major luxury in so dense an urban fabric. The existing grass area was preserved and transfor-
med to a new context by subtly multiplying and refining the horizons and adjusting heights and border lines. The 
landscape of ‘floating lawns‘ creates a new place of intensity in the city centre.  

View 1 The renewed comfortable, open and generous space can host multiple contemporary functions and uses.  The square is accessible to all, in every point, at any hour.  
At night, floating illuminated “raised lawns” animate the central area. The lighting arrangements enhance the historic facades.  

  The high overhanging metal edges creates an overall unity of detail. At intervals long benches of white Corian invite you to sit and watch the people passing between 
and across the swathes of green,  which in spring are made colorful by crocuses planted in the grass.

The physical and the visual contact with the water is a strong attraction, a source of well being, contemplation and continuous amusement. Combined with a lighting 
arrangement,  it creates a major point of intensity and surprise.
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View 4 The south façade of the church of Panna Marie pod retezem and the prior‘s garden. 

N

0 10m

View 3 The main façade of the prior’s palace

Situation plan

THE HISTORICAL COMPOUND OF THE ORDER OF THE KNIGHTS OF MALTA_Prague_2012 onwards/ 2014 onwards_BREAK POINT
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THE HISTORICAL COMPOUND OF THE ORDER OF THE KNIGHTS OF MALTA
location: Mala Strana district, Prague, Czech republic
leading author(s): Break point

year of design proposal: from 2012 onwards
contracting authority: Order of the Knights of Malta 

year of implementation: from 2014 onwards
investment costs: 540 000€ (taxes excluded) - 13,5M CZK 
type of the project: Rehabilitation and conversion of an immouvable heritage object 

Ing Arch Tomas Vesely, author and leading project manager in all stages of design and implementation

The historical compound of the Order of the Knights of Malta is one of the multiple jewels in the living heart of 
the medieval Prague. The compound is composed of the baroque prior’s palace, the convent palace, the Church 
of  Virgin Mary under Chain, the riding hall, the courtyard and gardens, built by Carlo Lurago and Bartolomeo 
Scotti on a more ancient gothic base. 
A longtime process of meticulous conservation of the historical structure, materials and spatial integrity of the 
compound contributes to the safeguard of the unique medieval urban mosaic of the Mala strana district.  

2
1

View 2 The rehabilitation the North tower and the gothic antichamber including a new roof frame. The visual connection between the street and the courtyard garden 
through the rehabilitated antichamber.  

View 1 The east façade of the prior’s palace and the garden.

3 4
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REINA CRISTINA ENEA PARK_San Sebastien_2002/2008_AGENCE TER TEAM
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Interventions are concentrated along the pathways which are reshaped and flanked by a channel for rainwater, creating a series of openings and vistas of landscaped 
areas with differing ambiences. 

Situation plan
A Duke of Mandas palace hosting the Centre for the Environment.     B The oval path and the central lawn overlooking the city    C The pond with a deck    

 D   New entrance connecting to the pedestrian bridge Gladys del Estal (the initial situation plan does not show the two pedestrian bridges)
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The Gladys del Estal bridge The Riberas de Loiola bridge

REINA CRISTINA ENEA PARK, SAN SEBASTIEN 
location: San Sebastien, Spain
leading author(s):  Agence Ter Landscape Urbanists (lead consultants)

year of design proposal: 2002
contracting authority: Saint Sebastien City 

year of implementation: 2008
investment costs: 2M€ (taxes excluded) - 50M CZK 
type of the project: Restoration of an historical park

Henri Bava, author and leading project manager in all stages of design

The old Cristina-Enea Park, built in the nineteenth century on a hill in a loop of the Urumea River, was at the 
end of twentieth century in a state of neglect, destroyed by excessive soil erosion due to the mild, rainy climate 
and buried in a dense vegetation hiding the view of the city. Roads formed a barrier preventing connections 
between the historic city center to the north and the booming new neighborhood to the south, across the river. 
The project installs a pedestrian link crossing the main traffic route and another winding around the hill and 
across the river by a bridge, to ensure the connection to the new district even when the park is closed. Then, the 
work of recreating the scenic qualities of the park, redefining its intimate spaces. The park has become perme-
able to the movement of people. The remodeled and reinvigorated landscape opens multiple views that reveal 
new vistas of the city of San Sebastien.

View 1: In the centre of the park a high lawn open to the sky is surrounded by a strictly oval path. This enigmatic geometrical form reinvents a preexisting historical path 
of the same shape, creating a new regard on the same space.  

The remodeled and reinvigorated vegetation recreats the scenic qualities of the park and allows the passage of a thousand possible views of the city and hills. The 
existing vegetal palette is completed with new species. 

Renewed and comfortable paths and natural public spaces offer new opportunities of use: game, picnic, walk, sport activities, cultural events and experiences connec-
ted with the activities of the Centre for the Environment situated in the Duke de Mandas palace. 

   

The park has become permeable to the movement of people: two new pedestrian bridges connecting the park to the city center. 
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